
abstract: 
 
We are information collectors.The online information collector operates in fixed 
structures, databases and lists. The construction of the list as an outcome of 
classification systems brings a specific way to look at things and a flat online experience. 
Moreover it can be seen as a technology of the self and as an ideological constraint. Lists 
now are interfaces to online information. It seems usefull to approach the politics and 
the aesthetics of the list to explore its effect on the information collector. And to 
extract insights that would be important to take into account in the design of a 
different online experience as a response/alternative to the experience with the list. 
 
introduction: 
The formation of the human subject is related to the act of collecting.  The 
contemporary subject is formed through information collecting in online space. 
Inherently, humans share collecting insticts, and exercise collecting  and classifying 
skills in their everydaylife. How does the information collector produce his own self 
and the world around? How does this collecting happen?  Nowadays, online information 
collecting is possible mainly through huge online databases or indexes and their online 
catalogues, their lists. 
 
Chapter 1: 
I am interested in the list as a construction of culture related to the act of 
information collecting and that enforces order. Moreover, as an outcome of 
classification systems that brings a specific way to look at things and their 
relationships. 
 
As a librarian I have been exposed to the functionalities of the list during information 
collecting, research or entertainment. I have also seen how information access, use, 
evaluation and creative use skills reshape a person in different extends.  
As an artist working with online collections ,  I am exercising an extreme example of an 
online information collector. I have been observing that I actually collect within 
collections and that these given structures dicrease the possibilities  of an 
accident, the sense of play and hunt, the sense of space.  
 

What is the list, what is classification and how are they interconnected?  
 
How does a list stand as a technology of the self, after Foucaults concept,(quoted in 
Luther, 1988) that formes us, gives us identity and classifies us? 
 
How do the politics of list can be approached ? According to Eco(2009) we create 
lists in order to comprehend the unexplainable, to defeat the idea of death and so on. 
There is this certainly a logical and usefull side of the list but where does it have its 



origins? Cultural theorist Stuart Hall(1997) pointed out that its in our nature to 
classify things, but classification systems in each society are learned. As lists 
reflekt classification systems, it seems that they both can be seen as means of training. 
Psychedelic philosopher TerenceMcKenna (n.d.) talks about the “western game”, the 
creation of boundaries and their maintenance through categorical devisions.How do 
the ideas of classification and boundaries together with the need to comprehend the 
uknown, get materialised in the formation of the subject? 
 
Chapter 2: 
I am  focusing in the experience with lists in online space. particulary in the lists of 
results in online archives and search engines. How they become an ideological 
constraint. They reflekt the ideas of efficieny and productivity. And how they lead 
to a flat experience in online space, in fact I see lists as the flattest in a sense 
expression of online space.  
 
The list aesthetics affect a big ammount of our online collecting experience.  
 
What are the aesthetics of the list online? And why do they seem to be  so 
persistent? 
 
How does the list lead to a flat olnine space and a boring online collecting 
experience? 
Borrowing some situationist approaches towards the experience in the urban 
environment, and possibly concepts and practises like the derive, but also positions of 
the group (“We are bored in the city space, one gets exhausted to find a mystery” ), I 
 will explain   the idea of the flatness of the online space (of search results) trying to 
approach its charakterisitcs, in order to be able to propose a more playfull, mysterious 
and accidental online information space. 
 
Chapter 3: 
 
In the last chapter I would like to bring the idea of a psychedelic experience in online 
space, an extreme experience as response to the list . How can we add ambiguity against 
clearness and order?Can we oppose to the flatness with an opening in new spatial and 
sensational possibilities that is supported by the design of an audiovisual navigation into 
online collections? 
 
I think of the online psychedelic experience as a 3d multisensational experience 
that is open to different paths of retrieving information.Depth, colour, light, sound 
and animation seem that are elements that do not fit in the aesthetics of the list. 
A list interface with these charakteristics would be a psychedelic search interface.  
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Structure approach: 
 
Introduction: human becoming and (information) collecting  
(or as a chapter within part 1) 
 
Part1: the list and its politics  
a.what is the list 
b.the concept of classification, its goals and problematics 
c.the list as a technology of the self 
d.the politics of the list 
 
Part2: the list and its aesthetics 
a.the list as interface to online collections 
b.the list and the flatness of online space  
 
part3: navigating in psychedelic online space 
psychedelic search interfaces 
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